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BOLT-ON ADAPTER- 
SYSTEM FROM KVX
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M52 
25–40 ton

M60 
40–60 ton

Ton 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55    60

45 Kg

69 Kg

Same tooth tips for both system sizes.

Up to 76% usable steel on the tooth tips.

9,4 Kg

6,4 Kg

Intruder is a KVX tooth system option for excavators from 25 to 60 ton class.  

Essentially, KVX has taken attractive features from two different worlds – combining 

the proven KVX 1-bolt system with traditional adapter & tip systems. The result is  

highly reliable weldless adapter retention, with a replaceable tooth tip which is quick 

and easy to change.

Some magic but mostly technology: Teeth which 

protrude a long way in front of the lip can have a 

positive effect on bucket wear. The greatest wear 

occurs at the point of contact between tooth tip 

and the rock. With it’s unrivalled adapter/tip  

protrusion (a function of the unique adapter  

metallurgy and retention system), KVX Intruder 

moves this point of contact away from the bucket, 

thus resulting in less wear on the lip, bucket 

shell and wear package. You therefore require less 

protection for the bucket allowing a reduction in 

bucket mass, with a resultant increase in capacity 

and productivity. Other clear benefits are superior 

penetration, hence lower fuel consumption.

Ton 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55    60



ADVANTAGES
Long distance between tooth tip and  

the bucket reduces wear on the bucket shell

Streamlined slim shape results  

in extremely good penetration

Better penetration means lower  

fuel consumption and more production

Intruder system adapters can be  

retrofitted on existing 1-bolt bucket lips

M52 and M60 utilise the same tooth tips  

– easier storage and logistics.

Hammerless pin

A hammerless pin is  

available as optional  

security for the tooth tip.

Always “New” teeth: When using Intruder  

you will always have “new” teeth because of  

the uniquely long and slim bolt-on adapters.  

You will be working with maximum penetration  

all the time.

Bolt on adapter in 500 brinell: How do we 

achieve the unique adapter benefits? Intruder is 

based on KVX’s 1-bolt system, with adapters made 

from Sagitta steel. Sagitta’s very high toughness  

and a hardness of around 500 Brinell provide 

Intruder adapters with a combination of  structural 

integrity, streamlined shape and long life which 

is quite revolutionary. Intruder adapters typically 

exceed the hardness, toughness and strength  

of welded cast adapters by more than 25%!

KVX INTRUDER
           – THE BEST FROM
      TWO WORLDS 

TOOTH SYSTEM
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!

In extreme wear conditions, special 

sidewall protectors can be fitted as 

option.

BUCKETS

The KVX Intruder bucket is designed to further optimize the unique features of the  

Intruder tooth system. This total concept has many features built in. All in keeping with 

one goal: To reduce the operating costs of your excavator and make your business more 

effective and profitable.

n  The low and wide bucket configuration results in a narrow pin-to-tip radius which in turn increases 

the breakout force. 

n  With a better breakout force, the driver can operate the excavator in a smoother 

way with  

better penetration, less force and less fuel consumption. 

n  This configuration even allows the use of a Quick Coupler without losing  

breakout force when compared to a standard bucket with direct mounting. 

n  The shortened bucket floor and unique profile mean that the  

distance the shell needs to enter into the ground is shorter,  

which in turn explains the reduced wear on the bucket shell. 

n  Reduced wear means less wear material needed on the bucket.  

A lighter bucket is less costly, faster to operate and lighter to handle.  

Move payload (fast!) instead of steel!

Enjoy the thrill of having a Money Saver at your service!
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WARNING:
BY USING THE INTRUDER SYSTEM,  YOU MAY WELL EXPERIENCE:• LOWER WEAR  • LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION• LOWER STRESS ON YOUR MACHINE• HIGHER PRODUCTION  • LOWER OPERATING COST• LESS MAINTENANCE (NO WELDING)• GREATER LONG-TERM RELIABILITY

KOMATSU KVX LLC

Orstadvegen 134, 

4353 Klepp Stasjon, NORWAY

Tel.: +47 51 78 50 80

Fax: +47 51 78 50 81

E-mail:  kvx@kvx.no 


